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PROOF LOAD TESTING


Proof load testing is a critical function that ensures the safety of components, and most importantly, people. It helps affirm the stated working capacity of lifting equipment or rigging.
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REMOVE AND REPLACE EQUIPMENT


When a heavy component needs to be replaced, whether due to failure, plant modification or expansion, the challenge is to remove the old and replace with the new in a manner that emphasizes safety while minimizing plant disruption and downtime.
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS


Whether your project is delayed or your equipment is early, Barnhart stands ready to unload, store and reload your heavy cargo in one of our many locations.













	







EXPERT RIGGING SERVICES


Barnhart has built a nationwide reputation for solving problems. We specialize in the lifting, heavy-rigging and heavy hauling of major components used in American industry. Barnhart's rigging and crane service is committed to continuous improvement and to being the best heavy lift and heavy transport company. Our customers can expect Barnhart to aggressively pursue innovative ways to lower overall project costs and improve safety.


















Over 50 Branches Across the US


We operate the strongest network of rigging experts and equipment in the country. Barnhart's network includes a long list of 'cool tools', including PSTe Goldhofer trailers, crane service and cranes for hire from 18 to 1,800 tons. Strand-jacks, Cantilever beams, Hydraulic Gantries, Self-tailing devices, Skidding Systems and the Modular Lift Tower are also part of our inventory.




FIND A BRANCH















Setting

Ideas

In Motion


At Barnhart, we are in the business of assisting companies in moving and installing heavy equipment of any size. Whether it's a lift of a few feet or a transport across the country, we set your vision in motion through an unparalleled network of resources and innovative engineering solutions that defy convention.


If you can dream it,

Barnhart can make it a reality.
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How Can We Help?


Our team is ready to assist you in your next lift project.


Schedule a discovery call with our experts today!


GET A QUOTE
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